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Motivation

Aims

A investment-based asset pricing paper

Connect returns on investments to stock market returns.
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Motivation

Why do we care?

Would like to relate asset returns to fundamentals – look at investment
instead of consumption (Cochrane (1991))

Full blown GE model should feature consumption and investment – so
investment view of asset prices just as important as consumption view.
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Motivation

Outline of Paper
Empirics: Which investment rates predict returns?
investment rate
IKt−1
It
IKt =
It−1 1 − δIKt−1
look at equipment and structures separately for US aggregate and US industry, and
UK aggregate data
split each of equipment and structures into types
check predictability of aggregate and industry excess returns
H
X

Rt+h

= a + bIKt + t+H

(1)

h=1

|

{z

}

H-period cumulated log excess return

Main finding: stronger power of equipment investment relative to structures investment for
predicting excess returns and the lagging behavior of structures investment relative to total
factor productivity
Model: build GE model of rep firm and rep household with time to build
Ki,t+1 = (1 − δi )Ki,t + Xi,t−Ji +1 i ∈ {e, s}

(2)

Ji is time to build for investment of type i ∈ {e, s}
1 = Je < Js = 5
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Empirics
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Model

Model

Representative firm
αe α s
Yt = F (Ke,t , Ks,t , Lt ) = At Ke,t
Ks,t (Zt Lt )1−αe −αs

Dt = Yt − Ie,t − Is,t −

Ge,t
|{z}

−

e cost function

(3)

−Wt Lt

Gs,t
|{z}

(4)

s cost function

Bellman equation

Vt =

sup
{Ke,t+Je +1 , Xe,t+j , Ks,t+Js +1 , Xs,t+j }∞
j=0

Dt + Et

Mt+1
Vt+1
Mt


(5)

subject to capital accumulation equations with time to build
Representative Household – Campbell-Cochrane Habit
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Model

Investment returns and stock returns

With no adjustment costs and no time to build
RI ,t
|{z}

=

investment return

(6)

Rm,t
| {z }

stock market return

With adjustment costs and time to build
RI ,t 6= Rm,t
RI ,t has two components,

Re,t
|{z}

eq. inv return

and

(7)

Rs,t
|{z}

struc. inv return

Je < Js ⇒ Re,t closer to Rm,t
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Model
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Comments

Exploit industry cross-section

Structures: Wholesale, transport and investment – why such high R 2 ? Is time to
build less? If so, provides support for main channel of model.
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Comments

Excess returns v returns v risk-free rate

This is a problem
What is time to build resolving: predictability of excess returns, returns or risk-free rate,
and at which horizon?
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Comments

TTB and Predictability
Expenditures
Rm
Short-horizon predictability matches data less well with TTB
Long-horizon predictability matches data better with TTB

Rm − Rf
Predictability R 2 change very little with TTB

Rf
Short-horizon predictability same ( R 2 too high!) with TTB
Long-horizon predictability matches data better ( R 2 reduced) with TTB

Structures
Rm
Predictability does not change much ( R 2 too high at long horizons) with TTB

Rm − Rf
Predictability R 2 change very little with TTB

Rf
Predictability greatly reduced at all horizons TTB
Reduction is too much relative to data – particularly at shorter horizons

Most of the action is in the predictability of the risk-free rate
What is the economic intuition?
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Comments

TTB and Predictability II - A Different SDF

The impact of introducing TTB on the pricing of risk and time discounting at
different horizons is not what you would want based on the data.
I suggest using a different SDF – perhaps from an EZW rep agent.
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Comments

Lars Kuehn’s paper

Adlai Fisher probably honed in on this – seems like you have rewritten
accordingly
help yourself – exploit the industry cross-section!
Is the impact of TTB on the predictability of the risk-free rate similar in
Kuehn (2007)?
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The End!

Summary

Nice intuition – gap between investment returns and stock returns impacted
by TTB
TTB lower for equipment v structures ⇒ equipment investment better
predictor for returns than structures

Exploit industry cross-section – supportive of channel
Most of the action from TTB is in the predictability of the risk-free rate –
seems at odds with data. Use a different set of preferences for household?
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